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Museum selbst bezeichnet die Ordnung
der Galerien auf seiner Website wie folgt:
„[…] die venezianische Malerei des 16.
Jahrhunderts (Tizian, Veronese, Tintoretto), die flämische Malerei des 17. Jahrhunderts (Peter Paul Rubens, Atnhonis van
der Weyden) und die altdeutsche Malerei
(Albrecht Dürer, Lucas Granach). Zu den
weiteren Höhepunkten der Gemäldegalerie gehören heute der weltweit einzigartige
Bestand an Bildern von Pieter Bruegel d.
Ä. sowie Meisterwerke von Vermeer, Rembrandt Raffael, Caravaggio, Velázquez und
der italienischen Barockmalerei.“8

Das KHM besitzt als Kunstmuseum ein
Interesse daran, eine Kunstgeschichte zu
konstruieren, die sich auf seine Sammlung
bezieht.
Um dies mit den Abstand_haltern deuten
zu können, muss ich auf den räumlichen
Aufbau der Gemäldegalerien eingehen.
Es gibt generell zwei Typen von Räumen
im KHM: die großen Säle und die engen
Kabinette. Die Gemälde der ersten Aufzählung venezianische Malerei, flämische
Malerei etc. hängen fast ausschließlich in
den Sälen und sind von harten, metallenen Abstand_haltern umgeben. Die lobenswerten Nennungen wie Bruegel und
Co. sind in den Sälen sowie den kleineren
Kabinetten verteilt und ebenfalls von harten Abstand_haltern umgeben. Die restlichen Gemälde in den Kabinetten sind
hauptsächlich von Kordeln umspannt,
die nicht nur die Eigenschaft weich besitzen, sondern im Gegensatz zu den harten
Abstand_haltern eine „weiche Ordnung“
durchsetzen. Die metallischen Abstand_
halter sind sehr absolut. Besucher*innen
müssen sich biegen und brechen, um an
ihnen vorbeizukommen, wohingegen die
weichen Kordeln bewegt werden können
und somit der Abstand zu den Gemälden
verringert werden kann. Öfters habe ich
im Kunsthistorischen Museum beobachtet, wie Kinder mit den Kordeln spielen,
indem sie sie wie beim Seilspringen geschwungen haben, wohingegen ein Kind
einmal mit voller Wucht gegen die metallenen Abstand_halter gerannt und wie
ein Flummi abgeprallt ist. Kunstwerke, die
prägend für die vom KHM vorgeschlagene Kunstgeschichte sind, sind von harten
Ordnungen umgeben und die weniger
wertvoll erachteten, von weichen Ordnungen, die von Besucher*innen bewegt und

damit auch verschoben werden können.
Einige Personen können diese Abstand_
halter auch komplett ignorieren und ohne
Konsequenzen die Gegenstände anfassen.
Ambivalenz des Abstand_haltens
Diese Ordnungen sind jedoch nicht absolut und werden auch innerhalb des
KHMs immer wieder gebrochen. So gab
es in der italienischen Sammlung bis vor
kurzem einen Saal mit barocker Hängung.
Das bedeutet, dass die Gemälde scheinbar
durchgemischt über und untereinander
ohne historische Kontinuität aufgehängt
werden. Diese wurden ebenfalls mit Kordeln anstatt mit metallenen Abstand_haltern abgegrenzt.
Ein weiteres Beispiel für eine Diskontinuität dieser Ordnungen sind die Gemälde
Velázquez, die sich im Besitz des KHMs
befinden und in einem der Kabinette
ausgestellt sind. Trotz der Bedeutung der
Gemälde für das KHM sind diese von
Kordeln und nicht von Metall abgegrenzt.
Das heißt, dass diese Ordnung nicht festgeschrieben, sondern auch innerhalb des
Museumsregimes ausgehandelt werden.
Zudem zeigt es uns, dass diese zugespitzten Beobachtungen über Abstand_halter
nur ein kleiner Ausschnitt eines komplexen Gesamtverhältnisses sind. Das was wir
als „Alter Meister“ oder als „hohe“ Kunst
auffassen, wird nicht nur durch das Dingregime des Museums geschaffen, sondern
durch komplexe soziale und historische
Prozesse mitkonstituiert. So kann es auch
sein, dass Personen durch kunsthistorisches
Vorwissen über die Bedeutung der Gemälde wissen und automatisch Abstand halten. Bei den Velazquez Gemälden könnte
deshalb eine Vielzahl an Möglichkeiten
beteiligt sein, warum diese nicht von
Metallstangen umgeben sind. Vielleicht
wirken die Kordeln bei den Velázquez Gemälden einfach ästhetisch anspruchsvoller?
Ich würde jedoch behaupten, dass der genaue Blick auf die Abstand_halter als Teil
des Dingregimes uns trotzdem viel über
die feinen Ordnungsprozessen im KHM
erzählen kann, wie das zeitliche Strukturieren von Ausstellungsobjekten oder das
Hierarchisieren unter den Objekten und
Ausstellungsobjekten. Was genau bedeutet
es nun, Objekte nicht anfassen zu können?
Wieso werden wir vom Dingregime des
KHM auf ein hauptsächlich visuelles Erleben beschränkt und dies vor allem in Form

unterschiedlicher „harter“ und „weicher“
Ordnungen? Das Beschränken der ästhetischen Erfahrung auf eine visuelle, wird
in vielen Museen mit einem Erhaltungsgebot begründet. Falsche Temperaturen,
zu viel Sonne, zu hohe Luftfeuchtigkeit,
Berührungen, das alles kann Objekte schädigen und so scheint es natürlich, diese
Objekte schützen zu wollen. Immerhin
wollen nicht nur wir, sondern auch darauffolgende Generationen diese Objekte
erleben und erforschen. Doch genau in
dieser Anschauung liegt die Annahme, dass
das KHM nicht nur weiß, welche Objekte
wichtig sind und wichtig sein werden, sondern, dass es gerade die Objekte im Besitz
des Museums sind. Es finden Machtprozesse statt, die uns ein Handlungsmuster
vorgeben, wodurch die Wichtigkeit der
Objekte konstruiert und auf lange Zeit
stabilisiert wird. So werden gewisse Objekte zu „zeitlosen“ Kunstwerken „unserer“
Geschichte und ihre Erschaffer zu „Alte
Meistern“ gemacht.
Anmerkungen
1 Vgl. Bill Brown: Eine Geschichte des Lichts.
In: Herbert Kalthoff, Torsten Cress, Tobias
Röhl: Materialität. Herausforderungen für Sozial- und Kulturwissenschaften. Paderborn,
2016. S. 378.
2 Ebd. S. 378.
3 Gudrun König, Suzanna Papierz: Ein Plädoyer
für eine qualitative Dinganalyse. In: Sabine
Hess, Johannes Moser, Maria Schwertl (Hg.):
Europäisch-Ethnologisches Forschen: Neue
Methoden und Konzepte. Berlin, 2013. S. 283.
4 Anm.: Da bei Abstand_haltern auch menschliche Akteur*innen mitgedacht sind, wäre es
angebracht, zu gendern, was jedoch auch die
nicht-menschlichen Handlungsbeteiligten mitgegendert hätte. Ich stand vor der Entscheidung das männliche Neutrum zu verwenden
oder das Konzept Gender auf Dinge anzuwenden, wodurch dieses meiner Meinung nach
nicht geöffnet, sondern nur reproduziert werden würde. Als zugegebenermaßen nicht perfekte Lösung habe ich mich im Endeffekt für
Abstand_halter entschieden.
5 Interview mit M.
6 Interview mit M.
7 Vgl. Christian Demand: Wie kommt die Ordnung in die Kunst? Springe, 2010. S. 25.
8 Khm.at/besuchen/sammlungen/gemäldegalerie
(Zuletzt abgerufen am: 15.01.2020).
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Montenegro is the place of revolutionary trans struggles.
A conversation between a trans activist and an anthropologist
Jovan Džoli Ulićević and Čarna Brković

This text presents snippets of an ongoing
conversation between two friends from
Montenegro, Jovan Džoli Ulićević, a trans
activist and biologist, and Čarna Brković,
an anthropologist. We met many years
ago, during the activist meetings that led
to the creation of one of the first Montenegrin NGOs working on the LGBT
issues, “Queer Montenegro”. Today, Jovan is one of the founders and director
of Association Spectra, which is the only
trans-led organization in Montenegro
working on promotion and protection of
human rights of transgender, gender diverse and intersex persons, and a member
of the Trans Network Balkan, a regional
trans and intersex organization. Čarna is
a political anthropologist, who obtained
her PhD in social anthropology from the
University of Manchester. Among various
research fields, her research topics include
gender and sexuality, humanitarianism,
the state, and the epistemology of humanities and social sciences. Due to shared
interests in the relationship between social theory and social change, we have
had various long, mutually inspiring, and
difficult conversations over the years. The
text in front of you is a compilation that
includes an interview with Jovan conducted by Čarna on the meanings and
practices of trans activism in contemporary Montenegro and the English translation of a blog post written by Jovan for
the Montenegrin audience “To be loved
and/or to be a part of the change”. How
one’s identity can be a space of resistance
is the subject of Jovan’s blog post “The
space of resistance”, of which an English
translation is additionally available on
the kuckuck website.1 In this blog post,
Jovan writes more about his personal
background, being female assigned at
birth and growing up in a society where
being different meant to be excluded and
treated cruelly. The desire to belong was
strong and Jovan started to adapt and
behave like girls around him. Doing so,

he realized how much the system favours
those who follow its rules and that in a
patriarchal heteronormative society personal and bodily integrity and autonomy
are threatened, and critical thought is restricted, for those who do not follow its
rules. With questioning his identity and
the rules, Jovan’s identity has become his
space of resistance.
The text in front of you brings Jovan’s
voice and thoughts on his own work to
the kuckuck readership. He illustrates a
range of questions on gender, sexuality,
social change, the relationship between
the EU and the Balkans, the place of love
and self-awareness in activism, on what it
means to be an activist in Montenegro,
and many more. Some of those issues have
been discussed in more length elsewhere
(Ulićević and Brković forthcoming) and
if you are interested in exploring further
ethnographic research on LGBT activism
in Montenegro and the former Yugoslav
region, you can find a list of relevant literature at the end.
The Interview
Čarna Brković: When and how did you
become an activist?
Jovan Džoli Ulićević: Good question. The
moment when I thought of myself as an
activist was definitely the one when I came out publicly, in the media. Now I see
it differently, my understanding of what it
means to be an activist has changed completely. From my current perspective, I
have become an activist a long, long time
ago, when I started fighting for my own
conception of justice as a much younger person. I became an activist when I
started “arguing” with my high school
teachers that everybody should have the
same rights – EVEN LGBT PEOPLE –
although I did not realize at the time that
I myself belong to this community, nor
that such issues should not be open for
a discussion, especially with those who

teach the Constitution as the school
subject… I think that the defining moment when I shifted from “I never want
to be an activist” to “I don’t want to be
anything else but an activist” was a lovely
sunny day at Biogradska gora,2 which I
spent with Marija.3 We sat on a bench and
talked and I realized I want my purpose
to be to contribute to the change of the
society for the better, towards what I feel a
healthy society should look like, in which
I would feel good, in which everybody
would feel safe…
ČB: What does activism mean for you?
JDžU: To not be silent. For a trans person, activism takes place every time you
tell someone your identity – and explain
it along the way, because there is no coming out without an explanation when
you are a trans person. A revolution takes place in this small, raw, very powerful
act, during which you lay yourself bare
in front of another human being, with a
degree of uncertainty of how this person
would respond – and then you answer
a set of questions and change the whole
system of gender understanding which
this person used up until that point. For
me as a citizen, activism means also questioning everything, not taking things as a
given, simply because “this is so” and “the
system works in that way.” I think it is
important for us to continuously question
reality and think of ways to redefine it so
as to make it better for all of us.
ČB: What does an average day in the life
of a trans activist in Podgorica look like?
JDžU: It depends on who you ask.
Mine looks like this: I get up at 6:30,
take a shower, take my dogs for a walk,
drink coffee, read something, have breakfast with Marija. A little bit before 9 we
go out to work. And then it all depends.
Sometimes I have to work in Spectra’s4
office, so I write what needs to be written
– projects, reports, I communicate with
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the institutions. Sometimes I do not go
to the office, but from one meeting to
another. Then there are days I spend with the community, which means I meet
with people individually, we chat about
how they are doing, what they are up to,
I give them information and support if
needed, and I lead the self-support group.
Sometimes there are difficult moments, so
I spend my time in the emergency room
or in the police… I don’t think there is
an average day in the life of an activist,
everything is very dynamic and you never
know what to expect from a day – although I make an effort to have as many
things as possible planned out.
ČB: What does trans activism in Podgorica look like and what does it encompass?
JDžU: Sometimes I have a feeling that I
don’t know what it does not encompass.
This has also changed a lot over time.
Activism for me used to be only putting
people together, offering support, motivating people to fight for themselves and
others… Now activism encompasses many other things. Working with the community is still the basis of our activism,
it is the necessary foundation without
which everything would be meaningless.
But activism now also means working
with the institutions, solving problems
on the institutional and systemic level,
a lot of visibility and a lot of telling our
personal stories over and over again. Activism also means continuously leaving
your comfort zone, e.g. when we all stand
in the street and hold banners, or talk
through the megaphone. It also means
having jitters when we organize a major
event to present our research, where institutional representatives and TV journalists with their cameras come to record
us. It also means a totally regular day at
the office, when you sit at your desk and
cannot move from your computer. I think
it is necessary – although difficult – to
take into account all those different aspects of activism and to appreciate them
equally. We should not think of them as
“more” or “less radical” forms of activism,
especially because such evaluations can
result in ideas about who is a “proper”
activist and who is not “really” an activist. Due to such ideas, we may fail to
appreciate all those who contribute in

different ways. We may end up valuing
only those who are very visible and in the
front rows and/or glorifying the activists
who are multitaskers and who sacrifice
absolutely everything for social change.
I think trans activism in Montenegro almost fell into this trap, but we fought
back.
After some self-questioning,
trans activism in Montenegro reached a
point at which everybody’s contribution
is valued and all of this – from giving
speeches and holding banners to using
the copy-machine – is understood as activism, because everything we do has a
purpose and a goal.
ČB: Does trans activism in Montenegro
differ from trans activism in Austria or
Germany? Or in other parts of the world?
If so, in what way?
JDžU: In my view, what makes the Montenegrin trans activism very different
from a European trans activism is that it
does not take activism for granted. It does
not copy examples from larger NGOs
that fail to question their internal power
dynamics. I do not want to generalize,
because I know there are fantastic European collectives as well as individual activists. However, what I think [European]
activism generally lacks is questioning its
values, principles, and procedures; it often lacks self-reflection regarding how we
do things, why we do things. Some structures and modalities of work are necessary, because we function within the very
system that we try to change. However,
I also think nothing is set in stone. It is
important to consider which narratives
we can change. I see a major difference
there. I think that trans activism in Montenegro places a major emphasis on the
community and that it manages to resist
to become just another NGO that works
on identitarian questions. Trans activism
in Montenegro tries to question the concept of gender (an open question is with
what success), rather than simply to advocate the mainstreaming of trans identity. It tries to speak in favour of gender
diversity and equality of all people, but
it also adopts an intersectional approach
– which is, unfortunately, often not the
case in many activist contexts, except in
a declarative sense.

ČB: Can we see trans activism in Montenegro as the repetition of a struggle
that was led several decades ago in the
“developed world”? How would you like
the readers of Kuckuck to understand you
and your struggle?
JDžU: I would first like to know what the
phrase “the developed world” means.
I was recently in Sweden. Balkan people
tend to romanticize Scandinavian countries. I understood that the question of
human rights of trans people is still a taboo topic there and that they only recently legally forbade the discrimination on
the grounds of gender. I also found out
that sterilization is still very much an issue
and that, throughout Europe, there is a
widespread lack of understanding that the
question of trans people is the question of
gender inequality. Once a Swedish police
officer asked me – is it very difficult to
live as a trans person in such a patriarchal
country like Montenegro? I responded to
his question with a question: “Do you
know any country that is not patriarchal?” He said he didn’t. I think that patriarchy grows stronger in countries where
people have nothing else to support them,
and especially in countries that are not
economically strong. Montenegro is such
a country. I do not defend it because it’s
mine – but I do think that it is important
to critically question the image of “very
patriarchal Balkan countries”. Before we
mark any country as not-progressive, I
think it is important to consider which
resources it had at its disposal. And finally, I think that Montenegro is the place of
revolutionary struggles when it comes to
trans issues – especially considering that
trans activism here is very young. Trans
activism in Montenegro is represented by
a diverse trans community which manages to explain itself in an understandable
way to others and to do so in a not-pathologizing manner, breaking a lot of
stereotypes about trans people as well as
about gender.
ČB: In “To be loved and/or to be a part of
the change?”, you think aloud whether it
is necessary to be loved and appreciated in
order to initiate social change. This distinction may sound somewhat odd to people
outside of activist circles – a conventional,
common-sensical assumption would be
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that people become trans activists because
others do not like them (that is, because
others do not accept them). Who are the
people whose love and appreciation you
sought earlier, considering it a constitutive element of social change?
JDžU: That act of thinking aloud was actually a privileged position which I could
take only once I had become loved and
appreciated. It stemmed out of a dilemma
– what should I do when, as an activist,
I need to make a controversial decision
that some people will not approve of? You
cannot agree with everybody at all times.
What should you do when you want to
be critical of something, but you fear that
your criticism may have negative effects
on the long-term goals which would
bring benefits to the community? Or vice
versa – what should you do when some
(or all) people from the community want
you to do things in a certain way and
you think that doing it differently would
be more efficient, better, more correct?
Over the years, I learned that activism
does not mean just being loud, but also
knowing when, in what way, and how
loud to be – all in accordance with your
values. When we add the desire to please
everybody to this, it becomes a hot mess,
because people are pleased with different
things for various (personal) reasons. I
seek the acceptance of my community,
so this dilemma was mostly about them.
One example of such dilemmas concerned whether I should support the movement “Resist”,5 because I thought that
every activist group should make its voice
heard about the questions of corruption
too. Many from Spektra6 shared this view,
some joined the protests. However, the
important thing for me was to approach
the dilemma in a critical manner. So, I
decided to not join the protests when I
saw that they were supported by the political parties who strongly demonstrated
homophobia in the past – and also when
I saw that the protests do not pose social
issues which I find crucial for activism.
At that moment, a lot of activists and
young people who know me expressed
some degree of disappointment or surprise that I did not join this movement
– especially since in my public speeches
I regularly invoked civic values, solidarity, various social issues. And I have to

admit that, in such situations, I felt a bit
like I betrayed my own values. However,
after a lot of thinking through, I realized
that I actually felt sorry that my decision
was not approved by a certain group of
people. I still believed this to be the right
decision, because I did not want to legitimize with my presence certain groups
whose values are contradicting my values
and all I believed in. I was not going to
join them for a single purpose to bring
down the current government. In that
particular case, I decided to think more
critically, to consider all the aspects of the
protests, various motivations of various
groups, as well as potential effects of this
on the community I belong to and which
I advocate for. Such decisions are not easy,
they are not made on a daily level. But
I think they are necessary to be made,
with a lot of thinking through, critical
reflection and self-awareness.
ČB: Is some kind of love needed/necessary for social change? If so, what kind of
love would that be? If love is not necessary
for social change, what is?
JDžU: It is definitely necessary, love towards yourself and other beings. Love
that is free. Love that thinks through itself and others. Love that does not possess
nor wants to possess. In addition to love,
self-awareness and continuous self-questioning are also necessary. The precondition
for all of this is knowledge – not just intellectual, but emotional knowledge. The
more we understand ourselves, the easier
it is to reach self-awareness in love too.
ČB: What is the relationship of the Montenegrin trans community towards traditional third sex/third gender practices
in Montenegro, such as sworn virgins7?
JDžU: I don’t think there is such a relationship. Society rarely talks about sworn
virgins and trans community is still a
community with very limited access to
knowledge. I think that the community
still struggles with existential themes and
so does not spend too much time on the
historical concepts and traditional identities. I also think that many young people,
including trans people, are repulsed by
everything traditional – precisely because
they link the traditional with transphobia and homophobia – so they do not

invest themselves in gaining this kind of
knowledge. This is another important
question, because I think that without
knowledge about the generations before
us we cannot authentically shape our own
generation nor avoid adopting the terminology that comes from the dominant
narratives which are not related to our
cultural context. However, I think this
is one of the issues that will be addressed
in the future when some of the burning
issues calm down.
To be loved and/or to be a part of the
change8
By Jovan Džoli Ulićević
Ever since I was born, I have always
questioned things, I have been full of
dilemmas, I have pondered whether this
or that or something tenth would be the
correct way to act. In my relationships
with people, I have always tried to take
into account the whole context of our
relationship, the background of people’s
reactions, the possible reasons behind
their words and deeds – all in an effort
to better understand people and to make
my own actions more sensible to others.
This has saved me many times from being
judged, discarded, quickly shunned away,
or misunderstood. I consider this to be
one of the skills a person needs to cultivate in order to grow; and since growth is
my priority, I am immensely happy when
I notice it in myself and others.
One journalist asked me in an interview
– what motivates my continuous activist
fight and what do I want to demonstrate
to others if I take myself as an example?
I said that the life of trans people is a
continuous fight, a fight that cannot be
avoided. And that I want to demonstrate
that one can be different and still fight –
first for one’s own life and then for the
idea that we are all worthy of dignified
life in which it is possible to realize our
desires, yearnings, and needs.
In the last several years, I have been living
as free as possible and I have continuously
yearned towards growth and progress –
towards my own idea of a better person.
I also frequently faced another dilemma
– What is an activist? Am I one? Am I the
kind of activist I wanted to be? And what
motivates a person to become an activist?
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I do not need to emphasize that the life of
an activist is far from easy. For me, every
step of activism has had its own magic
as well as exerted challenges. One rarely
discussed challenge is a perpetual desire
to be loved and for everything we do to
be met with approval and accolades. Why
is this a challenge? As someone who is different and as a person who faced the lack
of love in several relationships – as well
as in my very existence in our society – I
naturally craved confirmation and love
from everybody. “You are great! You are
really brave! You helped me so much! I
don’t know what I would do without you!
You are doing an amazing thing for the
society!” And so on, and so on. These assertions fed me. I loved being loved. I was
available to everybody at any time during
the day or night. I could not stand the
chance of missing an opportunity to do
anything for anyone – to listen to someone for 5 minutes or 5 days non-stop, or
to share everything I have – because this
is what activists are supposed to do. You
are not an activist if you are not facing
difficulties, if you do not suffer, if you
are not everywhere. In the meetings; on
TV; writing activist statuses on Facebook;
listening to the people; being available;
having the phone ringing at all times. Free
time must not exist – the less free time
there is, the better and more respected
you are as an activist!
How is this related to the desire to be
loved and to be met with approval as a
challenge of activism? It is very human
to want to be loved, because we are social
beings. However, there is something else
as well. The lack of love in our past shaped
us and conditioned us to not love ourselves enough. In a very long and very useful conversation with Mari, my deepest
mirror, my life partner, and oftentimes
my personal psychoanalyst, I reached a
revelation that this desire makes me suffer
because I still do not recognize the relevance of my work in an authentic manner
and my self-acceptance is not as high as
I had believed it to be. Boom! What do
you mean – I am not empowered enough?
What do you mean I still need others’
approval that I am good enough?
Sometimes people criticize me. Sometimes those are the people whom I
thought I helped the most, or with whom

I had the weakest boundaries. I disappointed some. How do I deal with this?
By saying to myself – that’s ok. Because I
am not just an activist; I am also a human
being. It is impossible to satisfy everybody
with my actions. I am glad to have faced
this challenge since it pushes my personal
growth further. I see this challenge as something we activists need to resolve with
ourselves in order to continue bringing
the change we want.
So, here is the key question – do I want
to be loved and praised, or do I want to
be part of the social change that will bring
freedom and a dignified life to trans persons (and to many other people who will
be able to live in a freer society)? These
two things do not necessarily exclude
one another, but neither do they have
to go together. We need to understand
that it is essential to remain open for
opinions, suggestions, criticisms, as well
as to remain faithful to your own vision
and focused on that which will bring its
realization – this is necessary for personal
growth. In order for people to recognize
the quality of your work, they need to
work on themselves – they need to have
their own opinion, to resolve their inner
conflicts, to continually observe their own
needs, and to question their own values.
All of you who know me – if you think
that I have changed over the years – please
be certain that I have and that I intend
to continue to change! Stagnation is not
an option for me – and I look forward
to all those whose growth I notice now
and whose growth I will start noticing in
the future!
At the end, I would like to share the
vision that guides my activism. What I
strive for is that every trans person in
Montenegro and the whole region9 has
the right to self-determination; that they
have the right to make decisions about
their own life and body; that they can get
a job and education; that they can work
on themselves! I wish to see us growing,
developing, being visible in all spheres
of society. I wish to see us participating
in decision-making processes! I wish to
see us loving our bodies and experiences;
developing deep fulfilling relationships;
having families that accept us. I wish that
future generations will not experience
what our generations and those before us

have experienced! Sometimes I need to be
reminded of this vision, especially when
the urge to please and to be praised overpowers me and tries to push me back to
the vortex of insecurity and self-sabotage.
In such cases, I repeat to myself: My vision is not to be loved, nor to be perceived
as a martyr. We guide by our own example and we, trans people, have been victims
for far too long. The time has come for us
to be the actors and the protagonists of
our liberation. So – do not love me. I do
not need to be “Džoli whom everybody
loves.” Instead, do take a look back at
yourself, to the core of your values, and
you will see if we share the same vision.
If we do share the same vision – and you
think we can pursue it in a different way
– that is ok. There is not just one path
towards the change. The vision I describe
above is founded upon the assumption
that there are many of us who work towards its realization. Having understood
this meant taking a new step in my life
and activism – new growth.
Anmerkungen
1 Published online: https://www.kuckucknotizen.at/kuckuck/index.php/1-20-handeln.
Originally published in Montenegrin language at the website “Vjesnik slobode“ on 9
March 2019. Available at: https://www.vjesnikslobode.org/2019/03/05/mjesto-otpora/
2 A forest and a national park in Montenegro
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